Rigid bodies, plastic impact, persistent contact, Coulomb friction, and massless limbs are ubiquitous simplifications introduced to reduce the complexity of mechanics models despite the obvious physical inaccuracies that each incurs individually. In concert, it is well known that the interaction of such idealized approximations can lead to conflicting and even paradoxical results. As robotics modeling moves from the consideration of isolated behaviors to the analysis of tasks requiring their composition, a mathematically tractable framework for building models that combine these simple approximations with reliable results is overdue. In this paper we present a formal hybrid dynamical system model that introduces suitably restricted compositions of these familiar abstractions with the guarantee of a certain kind of consistency analogous to global existence and uniqueness in classical dynamical systems. While a real system will have continuous (though possibly very stiff and fast) dynamics through impacts, the hybrid system developed here provides a discontinuous but self-consistent approximation to the dynamics. The modeling choices sacrifice exact quantitative accuracy for qualitatively correct and analytically tractable results with certain formal guarantees. This work was sponsored by the ARL/GDRS RCTA consortium. An earlier version of some of this work previously appeared in [1].
I. INTRODUCTION
Simple models of complex robot-world interactions are key to understanding, implementing and generalizing behaviors [2] as well as identifying and composing their reusable constituents to generate new behaviors. There is strong appeal to using familiar physical simplifications such as rigid bodies, plastic impacts, persistent contact, Coulomb friction and massless limbs in building up simple robotics models. Their coarse approximation to the underlying physical processes of interest are widely understood to offer the right combination of analytical tractability and physical realism in isolation. However, it is also widely understood that such individually useful simplifications can introduce catastrophic side-effects when combined (e.g. [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] and others, discussed below).
In this paper we assemble a framework of reasonable physical assumptions and accompanying mechanics to develop a formalism for combining them at will in the construction of a simple hybrid system model for contact robotics that yields a provably consistent 1 and empirically useful approximation to many behavioral settings of interest. For example, our model 1 Here, consistent refers to a combination of properties detailed in Section III-D analogous to the guarantee of global existence and uniqueness of solutions for a classical dynamical system. generates simulations 2 of the leaping behavior depicted in Figure 1 that recreates the empirical results of [13] at a coarse level, yet enjoys a combination of mathematical properties that we believe will provide a foundation for reasoning about and thereby generalizing the platform design and control strategies that gave rise to such behaviors.
A. Contributions of the Paper
This paper extends a framework for manipulation [14] and self-manipulation [12] modeling into a formal hybrid dynamical systems specification whose discrete modes are indexed systematically by the active contact constraint set in a manner guaranteed to produce a unique execution from every initial condition under mild assumptions about the motor feedback control laws. The foundation on which we rest this physically simple and mathematically tractable modeling framework arises from Assumptions 1-12, comprising various familiar phenomenological representations and physically natural hypotheses whose mutual consistency we formally demonstrate. The physical fidelity may, in some important applications contexts that we point out, necessarily remain something of a leap of faith relative to the still incomplete state of rigid body mechanics. To the best of our knowledge this is the first time any succinctly stated list of physical assumptions about rigid body mechanics has been shown to yield a consistent hybrid dynamical system with unique and globally defined executions.
Our central technical contribution is the derivation of a consistent extension of Lagrangian dynamics, Newtonian impact laws, and complementarity contact conditions to systems that have certain rank deficiencies in their inertia tensor that agrees with (i.e., when rank is restored, maintains equivalence to) the nonsingular case (Lemmas 4, 5, & 8 and Theorems 1 & 2). The possibly massless dynamics motivate a reformulation of complementarity as a logical equivalence (Lemma 9) so that its unique solvability (Assumptions 9-10) can be shown to imply a unique partition into disjoint guard sets labelled deterministically by outgoing modes (Theorem 5). These conditions are expressed in terms of a higher order scalar relation ( , Definition 1), and we show certain properties of this relation (Lemmas 1-3).
Even without the introduction of massless limbs there exist many opportunities for prolonged (and even Zeno 3 ) discrete transitions that seem unlikely to add much physical insight (and, speaking practically, generally degrade the numerical performance of simulations based upon this model). Hence, to resolve the qualitative problem of spurious transitions at arbitrarily low velocities (Lemma 10), we introduce a new pseudo-impulse, imposing an implicit bound on contact velocity below which such contacts persist (Theorem 3), precluding certain Zeno phenomena (Theorem 11). In summary, this work presents the formal definition of the self-manipulation hybrid system in Definition 5 (along with Definitions 2-4), and the formal demonstration of its consistency (including that it is deterministic and non-blocking, Theorems 4-9 and Lemmas 6 & 7), including in case of a Zeno execution (Definition 6, Theorem 10, Corollary 1) by adapting to this more elementary setting the measure theoretic arguments of [15] .
While the primary goal of this paper is not numerical analysis, simulation does provide a useful way to visualize key features of the model and the utility of some of the simplifying assumptions. Numerical results obtained through a custom Mathematica 4 simulation are used throughout the paper to illustrate key concepts, and to suggest the fidelity to physical settings of interest as in Figure 1 . Of course, physical fidelity is not mathematically demonstrable and the relevance of the modeling choices we propose (i.e., the empirical sway of this formally self-consistent model) can only be established over the long run in practice by the breadth of physical phenomena they usefully approximate, regardless of the simplification and ease of analysis they afford.
B. Relation to Prior Literature 1) Hybrid Dynamical Systems: This paper models manipulation and self-manipulation systems using a hybrid systems paradigm which assumes instantaneous transitions (as opposed to a continuous contact or compliant contact model [16] ). The class of hybrid systems considered in this paper is formally a specialization of the hybrid automaton of [17, Definition II.1] . It is closely related to the n-dimensional hybrid system of [18, Definition 2.1], the simple hybrid system of [19, Definition 1] , and hybrid dynamical system of [20, Definition 1] as we require: (i) multiple disjoint domains of varying dimension, disallowed by [18, 19] ; (ii) guards with arbitrary codimension, disallowed by [20] ; and we desire (iii) more analytical and geometric structure than is provided by the general framework in [17] , specifically domains that are differentiable manifolds, guards that are sub-analytic, and reset maps that are definable. Note that (i) is precluded in [18, 19] only for notational expediency since any multitude of domains may be embedded as disjoint submanifolds of a high-dimensional Euclidean space. The condition (ii) is excluded by [20] since it is generally incompatible with the results contained therein. One property of hybrid systems that is crucial to establish for the present setting is that the guards are disjoint and hence the model is deterministic [17, Def. III.2], i.e. no state is a member of two distinct guards, so there is no ambiguity as to which reset map to apply. Furthermore the system is set up such that every point on the boundary of the domain where the flow points outward is a member of a guard, thus guaranteeing that the system is non-blocking [17, Def. III.1], i.e. the execution never leaves the hybrid domain.
The self-manipulation hybrid system developed in this paper uses the active contact constraints to define the discrete state, as in e.g. [21] [22] [23] . Note that persistence of contact is merely a modeling assumption that usefully describes the intuitive notion of bodies touching for some finite amount of time. However even when starting with a simple Lagrangian hybrid system without persistent contact states it appears to be useful to add such states to allow executions to continue beyond a so-called "Zeno equilibrium" [19, 24] . Furthermore, the pseudo-impulse actually avoids certain Zeno executions by allowing the system to transition to a constrained mode after finitely many transitions, in a manner analogous to but formally distinct from the truncation proposed in [19, 24] .
In contrast to the persistent-contact formulation presented here, it is possible (and can be computationally efficient) to instead use a "time-stepping" or "impulse-based" method which accounts for contact interactions only using impulses by integrating applied forces over small time steps [25] [26] [27] . These methods allow contact constraints to be added or removed at any time step, but only once per time step. Their advantage in avoiding many of the well explored physical paradoxes of rigid body mechanics (including Zeno phenomena as well as various other apparent contradictions between forces and impulses that can arise as we explore below) seems to come at the cost of persistence of contact, one of the key simplifying modeling assumptions in this paper that afford our strong formal results.
2) Consistent Complementarity: Any formulation that allows for persistent contact must decide which contacts to make active and which to remove 5 . When there is no impulse (i.e., no constraint to add, but one or more constraints have violated the unilateral constraint cone), the removal process is called force-acceleration complementarity, as it is commonly modeled by a complementarity problem on the contact force and separating acceleration, e.g. [8, Eqn. 12] , where in the simplest case of a single contact point with zero or negative contact force it is simply removed. This complementarity problem does raise certain paradoxical consequences if considered as the limit of deformable bodies [9] .
An impulse induced from one or more contact constraint becoming active will generally necessitate the removal of other constraints -those that would require a negative impulse to remain. When invoked as a modeling principle, this impulsevelocity complementarity precludes the pairing of contact induced impulses with separation velocities, e.g. [21, Eqn. 2.10b] . Imposing this modeling discipline affords the well established benefit of yielding a unique post-collision state for collisions modelled as plastic frictionless impacts [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] . Unfortunately further generalizations can lead to inconsistencies and ambiguities [9, 11, 22] . The existence and uniqueness of a solution must therefore be separately established in each physical circumstance that includes friction -or merely be assumed.
Massless legs introduce new problems into the complementarity problem. The massless leg condition in general, as introduced in [12, Assumption C.6] and also used in countless prior works (e.g. [33] [34] [35] [36] ), allows for the neglect of certain states deemed inconsequential to the dynamics of interest when unconstrained (of course, the appropriateness of this neglect is task dependent rather than in any way intrinsic to the underlying physics, c.f. [12, Sec. IV.C.5] [37] ). Indeed a massless leg that is not touching the ground is unconstrained and its position can be taken as arbitrary (or regarded as evolving according to dynamics sufficiently decoupled as to be considered independent), as used in the behavior analysis in [12, Sec. IV.C.3]. However the complementarity condition as used in e.g. [21, Eqn. 2 .10b] and listed in (51)-(52) is ill-posed in the absence of mass since there is no welldefined separation velocity (and therefore nothing precluding all massless contact points from always separating).
3) Impact Mechanics: The usual Newtonian impact law (as in [38, Eqn. 3] , [39, Eqn. 11 .65] and many others) involves inversion of the inertia tensor, which precludes the possibility of massless limbs. The plastic impact law can be thought of as a mass-orthogonal projection onto the constraint manifold as used in e.g. augmented Lagrangian techniques [40, Eqn. 25] . Even if there are no truly massless links, a nearly massless body segment yields a poorly-conditioned inertia tensor (leading to similar formulations for continuous time dynamics used in e.g. [36, Sec. 4.3] [39, Eqn. 3.17]).
In this paper we restrict our attention to systems modeled as exhibiting only perfectly plastic impact. This avoids certain inconsistencies, but more importantly we claim plastic impact 5 The removal ends up being the harder question, as "there is no problem in deciding when and which constraint to add to the active set since there is a constraint function to base the decision on. The problem of dropping constraints is more delicate..." [21, p. 283 ].
provides a more useful model of the robotic systems of interest. Elastic impact is clearly needed in some robotics applications such as juggling [41, 42] , tapping [43] or pingpong [44] , but plastic impact, where there is no restitution and therefore no separation velocity after impact, is a more desirable model for most forms of locomotion (when it is important to keep ones feet on the ground) [45, 46] and manipulation (when it is important to keep one's fingers on the object) [46, 47] .
The new pseudo-impulse presented here, in addition to the Zeno results mentioned above, eliminates other other evidently unwanted transitions by allowing the continuoustime forces to play a role in the impact process. Alternate approaches to considering such forces include using a variable coefficient of restitution [48] (while in this paper there is no coefficient of restitution to modify and the pseudo-impulse is not actually applied to the system directly but instead used as a modification of the complementarity conditions) or including a fixed dead zone in impact energy [49] (while in this paper the magnitude of the effect is not fixed but rather scales with the continuous time dynamics). An effect similar to this pseudo-impulse condition is also seen for impulse-based ("time-stepping") simulations [25] [26] [27] , which, true to their name, always consider forces over small but finite time-steps. Under such schemes the magnitude of this effect is not a fixed, independent, user-imposed parameter as it must remain proportional to the computationally determined duration of each single time-step. Our preference for the independent, fixed choice reflects both mathematical convenience (the clearly defined hybrid dynamical system with its formal properties) as well as our taste in preferring to work with robotics models targeted for specific physical environments and settings.
4) The Effect of Friction Models: While this paper focuses on the impact problem, which friction greatly complicates [4, 6, 8, 10, 47] , even simulating the continuous-time dynamics of rigid bodies with friction can be difficult (formally NPhard [50] ) due to the possibility of "jamming" events [5, 7] , first attributed to Painlevé [3] . In this paper, following the model from [12] , strong assumptions about frictional contact enable integration of the dynamics as a DAE. As before an alternative method to soloving these problems is the implicit time-stepping approach pursued in [25] [26] [27] , however such methods require a complementarity problem to be solved at every time step. For more general systems (in particular those that are not well modeled by Assumption 12) this problem can be solved by allowing impulses at times without collisions, with such jamming events considered an extension of the guards and reset maps presented here. Finally, see also "Is Painlevé a real obstacle?" [23, Sec. 8.1] for further discussion of these issues.
II. DYNAMICS
The continuous Lagrangian dynamics of self-manipulation is specified in [12] using the notation and terminology of [14] , and we continue to work within that framework here. However the impulsive dynamics (instantaneous changes in velocity when a new contact is added) were not specified in either,
Function of differentiability class C r (II-A) CP PRED : T Q → 2 K Solution to the PRED predicate (31)
Force-acceleration predicate (37) FFA :
Scope of the complementarity problem (32)
Impulse-velocity predicate (50)
New touchdown predicate (21) P ∈ T * Q Impulse in the state space (II-E) P, P ∈ T * C Impulses in the constraint space (24), (59)
Continuous state (II-A) Tq ∈ T Q Continuous state and velocity (II-A)
External forces and torques (10) , ,≡ Trending negative/positive (Def. 1) and so we will briefly describe them here. In addition this section will make explicit how the massless leg and frictional assumptions made in [12] affect both the continuous time and impulsive dynamics, leading to a formulation that is different but, as we will show, equivalent to the usual formulation when there are no massless links. Finally this section introduces a new pseudo-impulse that eliminates certain Zeno executions and related chattering behavior.
A. Setup and Notation
The notation used in this paper was chosen to be consistent with [12, Table I ] (and agreeing where possible with [14] ) or will be defined as it is used and summarized in Table I . The base component of the state is denoted, q ∈ Q := Θ × SE(d), while the full state is, Tq := (q, q), and this state completely describes the motion of interest, as, Assumption 1 (Rigid Bodies). The robot is made up of a finite number of rigid bodies whose configuration lies in a connected complete C ω Riemannian manifold Q.
We are concerned with sets of contact constraints I, J, K that we shall call modes hereinafter, subsets of indices whose particular elements i, j, k, index the contact constraints that prevail at some instant [12, Sec. II.C] [14, Sec. 5.2.1]. In addition to contact with the robot's environment, contact constraints may include cases of self-contact as well as joint limits. The universe of all possible constraint indices from which these subsets are taken will be denoted K = K n ∪ K t , partitioned by those that are in the normal (non-penetrating) direction and those that are in tangential (non-sliding) direction. Similarly, for any set of constraints specified by mode I, define the subsets I n := I ∩ K n and I t := I ∩ K t , where clearly I = I n ∪ I t and I n ∩ I t = ∅.
Contact constraints in the normal direction 6 , i ∈ K n , specify a holonomic constraint of the form {(q, q) ∈ T Q : a i (q) = 0} for a i : Q → R (and generate a corresponding velocity constraint Jacobian map A i : T Q → R), while those in the tangential direction, i ∈ K t , specify a nonholonomic constraint of the form
For a given mode I, the space of constrained positions is a manifold C I of dimension |I|.
In the interest of notational clarity, we will generally express functional dependence on constraint modes via subscript, e.g., X I (q, ...) := X(I, q, ...), and when it is clear from context, we will further suppress the subscript, e.g. X(q, ...). For example, and used extensively throughout this paper, in mode I the combined velocity constraint, A I : T Q → T C I , is simply formed as a selection of rows from the set of all velocity constraints A K , i.e.
where π I is the Boolean projection matrix formed by the rows of canonical unit vectors in the index set I. Similarly for a single constraint i, A i := π i A K = A {i} . However note that most functions of the mode are not a simple projections, and so e.g. A † I , defined below, A † I = π I A † K , but rather A † I is as defined in (8), i.e. constructed with the corresponding A I .
We make the following assumption on the combined maps, Assumption 2 (Simple Constraints). All constraints are independent, that is for all constraint modes I, the maps a I n : Q → C I n and A I : T Q → T C I are constant rank and C r smooth, for some desired r ∈ N ∪ {∞, ω}.
Note that this eliminates the possibility of redundant constraints, though there are methods of resolving such redundancies [51] . In particular, this requirement will be met if
We note that there is an assignment,
of contacts to normal contacts such that α| K t maps tangential contacts to the corresponding normal contact. Note that algebraically for each k ∈ K t , A k is an orthogonal complement of A α(k) . It is well established that the motion of mutually constrained rigid bodies can be effectively modeled using polynomial maps [52] , hence imposing contact constraints arising from their interaction with the piecewise polynomial representations of the environment (commonly adopted by the sensory community [53] ) leads to, Assumption 3 (Semialgebraic). The set of free configurations can be represented as a semialgebraic set.
With respect to the strata of this model of space, the persistence of contact is merely a further assumption, Assumption 4 (Persistent Contact). The robot is in contact with the world at some finite number of points I ⊂ K, and that contact in general persists for some non-zero amount of time.
The impact problem can be summarized as determining which constraints to add or remove from the active set. The active set continues to constrain the system so long as the unilateral constraint cone [12, Eqn. 7] is positive, U(λ ) ≥ 0, where λ ∈ T * C is the vector of Lagrange multipliers (constraint forces) [12, Eqn. 33] . Included in U is both the nonattachment condition that normal direction forces are positive as well as the friction cone that relates the magnitude of the normal and tangential components.
In the complementarity problems, the following definition simplifies the statements about the invariance of high order contact that seem to arise unavoidably (as stated in [ 
(here L m F h : M → R is the m th Lie derivative of h with respect to the vector field F) 8 . Similarly, we say that h is trending positive at x, denoted h(x) 0, when −h(x) 0. Finally, we say that h is trending zero at x, denoted h(x) ≡ 0, when ∀ℓ ∈ N : (L ℓ F h)(x) = 0. That is, h(x) 0 if and only if the following vector,
is lexicographically smaller than zero [57, Def. 3.5]. Furthermore, we will make use of the following properties of this trending relation,
This is easy to see as {x : h(x) < 0} ⊂ {x : h(x) 0} ⊂ {x : h(x) ≤ 0} for any vector field. g has the same property, i.e.,
See Appendix A for a proof. We note that this is not true if h or F are merely C ∞ . Lemma 3 implies a computationally efficient way to test these trending conditions is to simply integrate a flow until it reaches a zero crossing.
B. Manipulation and Self-Manipulation
This section will briefly summarize the self-manipulation formalism, [12] , as it relates to manipulation, e.g. [14] . Each defines a number of frames on the robot and its environment -the palm frame, the object frame, the contact frame, etc.
In an effort to keep the problems as similar as possible, the following conventions were adopted in [12] ,
• In self-manipulation, the robot is the object being manipulated and so to properly consider the forces and torques on the object the robot's palm frame, P, and the object frame, O, are chosen to be coincident, [12, Sec. II-B]. • Thus motions that would, in a manipulation problem, move an object to the right will really move the robot to the left, and so the self-manipulation grasp map (a component of A) is a reflection of the manipulation grasp map, G s := −G, [12, Eqn. 15 ]. • By convention the contact frame is defined at any point of contact with the z-axis pointing into the object (away from the finger tip), [14, Sec. 5.2.1]. In self-manipulation the convention of [12, Sec. II-C] is to keep the contact frame consistent with respect to the legs, and so the zaxis points away from the robot and into the ground. However this results in a unilateral constraint cone, U, that is negative, [12, Eqn. 76, 78 ]. • Since the palm reference frame is accelerating with respect to the world, the inertia tensor, M, [12, Eqn. 26] , and by extension the Coriolis terms, C, [12, Eqn. 30] , are more coupled and lack the block diagonal structure present in manipulation problems, [14, Eqn. 6.24 ]. It should be no surprise that the problem formulations are structurally equivalent since the underlying kinematics and dynamics do not care what category of problem we consider a system to fall under. However owing to the notational differences summarized above, through the remainder of this paper we choose to write out the problems in terms of a selfmanipulation system, with the understanding that the results contained herein apply equally well to manipulation systems once these small discrepancies are taken into account.
C. Massless Considerations
To properly define the dynamics of a partially massless system, consider a parametrized family of singular semi-Riemannian metrics, (7) such that M 0 (q) := M is the (possibly) degenerate inertia tensor for the system [12, Eqn. 26] and may be singular, while ε assigns a small mass and inertia to any putatively massless links such that M ε (q) is full-rank for all ε > 0 (for our present purposes, it is sufficient to use a limiting model such as M ε := M 0 + εId q rather than some more specific physically motivated one). The dynamics of the system in contact mode I can be expressed (as shown below) using the inverse of the following block matrix containing M ε , defining 9 A † : T * Q → T * C, M † : T * Q → T 2 Q, and Λ : T 2 C → T * C as,
where Λ is negative-definite. In order for this inverse to be well defined, we will require some modeling assumptions on the nature of the massless appendages. Thus if the inverse exists, this ε-parametrized curve takes its image in GL(n) (the group of invertible matrices over R n ) within which matrix inversion is a continuous operation, hence the limit commutes with the inverse operation, and M † ε is a well defined smooth curve defined over all ε ∈ [0,ε].
To meet this requirement, massless appendages will be allowed here only in a limited form, Assumption 5 (Constrained Massless Limbs). For all limbs in contact with the world, any rank deficiencies of the inertia tensor M [12, Eqn. 26] are "corrected" by constraints sufficient to guarantee that any remaining allowed physical movement excites some associated kinetic energy, that is the block matrix in (9) is invertible.
This condition admits its most physically straightforward expression via the requirement that the inertia tensor is nonsingular when written with respect to generalized coordinates (i.e., any local chart arising from an implicit function solution to the constraint equation [12, Eqn. 10] ). However, for purposes of this paper, we find it more useful to work with the Lagrange-d'Alembert formulation of the constrained dynamics, [12, Eqn. 33] , hence, we translate that natural assumption into more formal algebraic terms governing the relationship between the lifted (velocity) constraints, A [12, Eqn. 11] , and the overall inertia tensor M as follows,
Lemma 4. The matrix M A T
A 0 , (9) , is invertible if and only if the inertia tensor expressed in generalized coordinates,M [12, Eqn. 36] , is invertible (Assumption A.4 [12, Sec. II.K] ).
as shown in Appendix B1. One common set of circumstances that satisfy this requirement arises when only the robot's most distal link (the lower leg, foot, or in the case of RHex, the entire leg) is massless and the motion of its most distal point is completely constrained when it is on the ground. Although the rank requirement is not limited to this setting, it represents the immediate motivation for our present inquiry. When not constrained on the ground, any such massless links or limbs must then be removed from consideration as mechanical degrees-of-freedom: since they are massless, when unconstrained, the associated joints can be considered to have arbitrary configuration. Their evolution is instead treated according to the principle, Assumption 6 (Unconstrained Massless Limbs). For all limbs not in contact with the world, any components of the state that do not excite some kinetic energy must be removed from the usual dynamics and instead considered to evolve according to some arbitrary, independent, bounded-acceleration dynamics. That is, in contact mode I, the configuration manifold Q decomposes as a product of manifolds Q = Q I × Q I where Q I contains generalized coordinates corresponding to the singular rows of the matrix in (9) . The dynamics for these coordinates is given by some vector field 10 F I .
As these dynamics, F I , do not affect the remaining system, for the rest of this section we will use an abuse of notation and suppress the subscript I from the state space Q, that unless stated otherwise that we are concerned with only the "active" component Q I of the decomposed state space for the mode of interest.
In order to avoid infinite cycling of adding and removing a contact point in a finite amount of time (Zeno), an upper bound on all accelerations (even for massless limbs) must be assumed. Without such a bound, a massless leg that has just separated could accelerate instantly to re-impact the ground. While there is no formal problem with such cycling, it is certainly undesirable from a simulation perspective.
D. Continuous Dynamics
With this notation, the continuous-time dynamics of [12, Eqn. 33] in contact mode I can be expressed as,
where ϒ I is the applied forces, C I is the centripetal and Coriolis forces, and N I is the nonlinear and gravitational forces [12, Eqn. 30, 31] . Though there are no truly massless limbs, computing the dynamics using (10)-(11) is numerically more stable than inverting M ε in the presence of large disparities in limb segment masses [36, Sec. 4.3] . This is evidenced by an order of magnitude improvement in the condition number (ratio of largest to smallest singular values) for the RHex model used here [1, Sec. 5.1.1].
When M ε , (7) , is invertible (including, possibly, even for ε = 0), it is easy to verify the equivalences (and dropping for now the subscripted contact mode I),
as shown in Appendix B, (126). (10) and (11) are equivalent to the more common expression (as stated e.g. in the last equations of [12, Appendix D] , or [14, Eqn. 6.5, 6.6]),
The claim follows directly from substituting (12)- (14), the explicit solution to (8) when M is invertible, into (10)-(11), as worked out in Appendix B2.
Whether M is invertible or not, we require, Assumption 7 (Lagrangian Dynamics). In each contact mode I, the time evolution of the active coordinates of the system are governed by Lagrangian dynamics, and the applied forces are such that the vector field defined by (10) for coordinates in Q I and F I for coordinates in Q I is forward complete, i.e. the maximal integral curve through any initial condition is defined for all positive time.
Recall from Assumptions 1 & 6 that the configuration space is a manifold without boundary. Thus the major obstacle to verifying Assumption 7 lies in preventing finite-time "escape" (i.e. because the velocity goes unbounded). If the configuration manifold was compact, then it would suffice to impose a global bound on the magnitude of the vector field in (10) . If the configuration space was instead Euclidean, Q = R n , then it would suffice to impose a global Lipschitz continuity condition on the vector field in (10) . We note that configuration obstacles such as joint limits or self-intersections are treated as constraints in Section III, and hence pose no obstacle to satisfying the above boundarylessness and completeness conditions on the configuration space.
However, since in examples of interest the configuration space is neither compact nor a vector space, we often require a more general condition. One such condition is obtained from [15, Theorem 10]; since we rely on this sufficient condition elsewhere in the paper, we transcribe it explicitly into our notation as follows. When Q is a complete connected configuration manifold and M is a nondegenerate inertia tensor (i.e. at every q ∈ Q the coordinate representation of M(q) is invertible, thus here precluding the possibility of massless limbs, Assumption 5), we let d M : Q × Q → R denote the distance metric induced by the Reimannian metric ·,
Lemma 6. If the ambient configuration space Q is a complete connected Riemannian manifold, M is a nondegenerate inertia tensor, and the magnitude of ϒ I − N I grows at most linearly with velocity and distance from some (hence any) point in Q, i.e. if there exists C ∈ R, q 0 ∈ Q such that, (18) then the flow associated with the vector field (10) is forward complete, i.e. the maximal integral curve through any initial condition is defined for all positive time, and hence Assumption 7 is satisfied.
Proof. This is simply an application of [15, Theorem 10] in the absence of unilateral constraints.
We expect this condition to be met by any model based on a physical system, and is trivially met if there is a global bound on the magnitude of the applied, nonlinear, and gravitational forces.
Unfortunately this condition assumes that the inertia tensor M is nondegenerate, precluding the presence of massless limbs (Assumption 5). Allowing instead for a degenerate inertia tensor but enforcing Assumption 6, we now describe a set of sufficient conditions that ensures Assumption 7 holds. Lemma 7. Suppose that in each contact mode I the active constraints are integrable, so that there exist reduced configuration manifolds Y I (i.e. generalized coordinates) [12, Sec. G] relative to which the reduced inertia tensor [12, Eqn. 36] is nondegenerate. Suppose further that the vector field F I governing unconstrained massless limbs is uncoupled from the massive or constrained coordinates, i.e. q = F I ( q), (19) and that the flow for (19) is forward complete. Then if the hypotheses in Lemma 6 are satisfied for Y I , its reduced inertia tensor, and its reduced dynamics [12, Eqn. 34] , then Assumption 7 is satisfied.
Proof. We seek to define a forward-complete flow φ I : We speculate that in the presence of nonintegrable constraints and a singular inertia tensor it is nevertheless possible to derive a condition analogous to (17) using concepts from singular Riemannian geometry [59] .
E. Impulsive Dynamics
Define the "touchdown predicate", TD :
so that TD(k, Tq) is true only at those points q where contact k should be considered for addition (in a manner to be qualified in Theorem 2 by the impulse-velocity complementarity condition, (50), defined below). Furthermore, define the "new touchdown predicate",
such that NTD(Tq) is true only at those states where some new constraint is impacting. At impact into contact mode J, any incoming constraint velocity A Jq must be eliminated. Here, we assume a Newtonian impact law, e.g. [38, Eqn. 3] or [39, Eqn. 11.65] , that is, Assumption 8 (Plastic Impact). Impacts will be plastic (inelastic), occur instantaneously, and their effect described by an algebraic equation (22) , defined below.
In general, ∆q J :=q + J −q − , the instantaneous change in velocity when transitioning into contact mode J, is modeled
T C → T Q maps contact velocities to configuration velocities). The coefficient of restitution, ε, is defined in the usual way, however throughout this paper plastic impact (ε = 0) is assumed. The post-impact velocity in mode J is then,
The body impulse in configuration coordinates is
The contact impulse (i.e. the impulse at the contact points that induces the desired change in velocity to agree with the new constraint mode J) is,
where recall that A J , A † J , M, and Λ J are functions of the state q (which does not change during impact, i.e. q + = q − ), and the impulses, P J and P J , are both parameterized by the mode and also are functions of the incoming velocity,q − . Lemma 8. When M is invertible, contact impulse (24) into contact mode J is equivalent to the non-degenerate plastic impact law,
as listed e.g. in [38, Eqn. 3] .
As with the proof of Lemma 5, the result may be seen by substituting (13) or (14), the explicit solution to (8) when M is invertible, into (24), as worked out in Appendix B3.
F. Complementarity
We now introduce the classical complementarity problems for forces and impulses at the contact points, and provide a reformulation that allows massless limbs. We begin with a general statement of the complementarity property (c.f. [21, 28, 29, 31] ), then subsequently specialize in Sections II-F1 and II-F2 to formulations of force-acceleration and impulsevelocity complementarity. Both versions have the general form of seeking real vectors y and z such that,
(where for a vector y, y ≥ 0 ⇔ y i ≥ 0∀i) subject to some problem-specific constraints. In the linear complementarity problem (LCP), for instance, the constraint has the form z := Ay + c (e.g. [23, Eqn. 8] ). The functional relationships between y and z for the complementarity problems in this paper will in general be nonlinear (see Assumptions 9 and 10 and related discussion). Since the relation of interest will generally be problem-specific and index dependent in an essential way, we introduce temporarily an abstract scalar relation, ⊲ instead of ≥, whose instantiation will be prescribed (and slightly different) in the force-acceleration and impulsevelocity versions of the problem. Solutions to this problem produce a natural bipartition (J, J C ) on some index set, I, the scope (some subset of the universal scope K, to be discussed below), where J = { j ∈ I : z j = 0} and J C = { j ∈ I : z j > 0}. Here, the role of y and z will be played by physically determined functions of a specified ("incoming") state, Tq − = (q − ,q − ), to yield an "outgoing" bipartition (J, J C ) of the indexing scope, I. The indexing scope will be a function only of the incoming continuous state, I : T Q → 2 K , as defined in (32) .
It should now be clear that for this paper (where such a bipartition is assumed to be unique), the complementarity problem is reduced to finding the unknown bipartition (J, J C ), which is sometimes called the mode selection problem [31] . Namely, given an index set I, two functions Y, Z : 2 I × T Q → R |I| that map a subset J ∈ 2 I into a Euclidian space with dimension equal to the size of the index set, and a relation ⊲, we require a solution to a set of constraint equations of the form,
For the complementarity problems of interest in this paper, the equality constraints in (27)-(28) will hold for all arguments (J, Tq − ) ∈ 2 I × T Q by construction (enforced, e.g., by the flow (10) in the FA version, and by the impact map (24) in the IV version). Furthermore, as we show in Theorems 1-2, the specifics of our setting require 11 a formulation wherein the inequality constraints will actually have the stronger property,
suggesting the combined expression,
or as the predicate PRED :
We will denote by,
the implicit function that solves this set of constraints for the unknown required bipartition, where PRED varies with the the FA or the IV constraint instances as determined by the appropriate form of Y k . Note that while the codomain is 2 K , the solution will always be a member of 2 I . Lemma 9. The separate relational statements of the complementarity problem, (27)- (28) , are equivalent to a single biconditional statement, (30) , provided that the complementary functions Y and Z satisfy (29) .
Proof. First note that for k ∈ J it is trivially true that J ∪ {k} = J and so (30) simplifies to the first condition of (27) . For k / ∈ J, the expression in (30) along with the substitution of (29) reduces to the second condition of (28).
The motivating literature and related work discussed in Section I-B generally imposes two complementarity conditions on rigid body dynamics models. The force-acceleration (FA) variant of (27)- (28) , presented in (34)- (35) , stipulates that there cannot be both a continuous time contact force and a separation acceleration at the same contact point, and is widely considered to arise from fundamental physical reasoning. In the present setting, FA complementarity governs exclusively the nature of "liftoff" events (and extended in Section II-H to stick/slip events) wherein the number of active contacts (i.e., cardinality of the mode set) is reduced for reasons discussed in Section II-F1. In contrast, during instantaneous impact events the contact forces have no time to perform work. Instead, the impulse-velocity (IV) variant of (27)- (28) , presented in (46)-(47), precludes a simultaneous impactinduced contact impulse and separation velocity at the same contact point. This constraint is known not to follow inevitably from the rational mechanics of rigid body models [9] , but represents a commonly exploited algorithmic simplification that we will embrace in this inelastic model at the possible expense of consistency with elastic impact models in the limit [9] . In the present setting, IV complementarity governs exclusively the nature of "touchdown" events wherein one or more new contacts become active (i.e., cardinality of the mode set is increased) for reasons discussed in Section II-F2.
The existence of this implicit function (31) (i.e., the existence and uniqueness of a solution, J, to the mode selection problem) will in the most general cases have to be an additional assumption (see Assumption 9 and 10, below), although for the specific complementarity problems in this section (i.e. based on the relationship of the specific functions Y and Z used in these cases), in the absence of friction reduce down to the conventional LCP problem and so existence and uniqueness has been proven in e.g. [28, 29] .
1) Force-Acceleration (FA) Complementarity: For continuous time contact forces, when NTD(Tq) is false and therefore P = 0, when one or more contact constraints violate the unilateral constraint cone 12 U, some constraint will lift off and must be removed from the set of active constraints, resulting in a transition to a new mode. Determining that next mode sets up a complementarity problem over the existing constraint mode I between the unilateral constraint cone, U k (λ ), if the contact is kept, and the separation acceleration d dt A kq = A kq +Ȧ kq if it is removed (recall that as an active constraint the state velocity is initially A kq = 0). The full scope of contact constraints that should be considered is the set of all contacts which are "touching", i.e. those whose normal direction component have zero contact distance and a non-separating velocity 13 ,
Recall that force-acceleration complementarity only holds when NTD(Tq) is false and so the final condition will apply here. Furthermore, while the full scope is formally required and does not depend on the active mode, numerically it suffices to check I ⊆ I -this reduced scope eliminates the numerical challenge of checking the exact equality of (32) . Any constraints that are not in I and therefore not algebraically guaranteed to satisfy this equality will, due to numerical error, only be close.
For transition into J, consider contact force (11) both in J but also in the alternative mode J ∪ {k} where contact k is maintained (the reason for this alternative mode will become clear in Theorem 1),
where the equality constraints are guaranteed to hold in consequence of the dynamics governing mode J, namely, the invariance of the flow (A jq +Ȧ jq = 0 ∀ j ∈ J by (10)) and the Lagrange multipliers (U k (λ J ) = 0 ∀ k / ∈ J by (11)). Constraints (34) , (35) can be simplified into a form analogous to (29) , hence, by Lemma 9, they may be further reduced to,
or as the predicate FA :
for which set of constraints we will write the associated implicit function solution, following (31), as, CP FA (Tq − ) = J.
Theorem 1. The non-penetrating acceleration condition at a contact k after liftoff into mode J, A kq +Ȧ kq 0 (when such an acceleration is well defined), is equivalent to a trending negative contact force U k (λ K ) 0 in mode K := J ∪ {k}. In other words, (34)- (35) are equivalent to the usual formulation,
Proof. Recall from Section II-A that π I is the canonical projection onto the linear subspace spanned by the coordinate axes indexed by I, and assume without loss of generality that k is the final index in K such that,
The constraint cone, following [12, Eqn. 78 ], applied to the contact forces, (11) , is (see Appendix B for details, in particular (129) expanding A † K and Λ K ),
while the separating acceleration for constraint k in mode J is, using (10),
Since the denominator in (43) is a positive scalar function of state (as shown in Appendix B, (131)), by Definition 1 and Lemma 2 a trending positive separation acceleration, A kq + A kq implies a trending negative contact force, U k (λ K ), and vice-versa, and therefore (34)- (35) are equivalent conditions to (38)- (39) .
Furthermore, with or without a full rank inertia tensor, we assume the existence of a unique solution to the selfmanipulation force-acceleration complementarity problem, Assumption 9 (Force-Acceleration Complementarity). The force-acceleration complementarity constraint, FA, (37) always admit an implicit function, CP FA , over the entire state space T Q, as does the constraint problem with frictional properties, FFA, (80), that follow Assumption 12, and that solution correctly captures the behavior of the physical system.
While there has been a long line of literature (c.f. [31, Ex. 3.3] 14 ) that proves that this is always true for independent, plastic, frictionless contacts, no result has been found to cover the limited frictional conditions introduced in II-H. 14 In the language of that paper, this is a Dynamic Complementarity Problem (DCP), and note that [31, Eqn. 33] asserts complementarity with the base constraint (which they call y = C(q)), but here the position and velocity are already zero, i.e. ∀ j ∈ I,a j (q) = A j (q)q = 0, and so the acceleration is the first degree that must be checked.
2) Impulse-Velocity (IV) Complementarity: Impact at one contact location can cause another contact to break, as the contact impulse must obey the unilateral constraint cone, U j ( P J ) ≥ 0 ∀ j ∈ J -both that the impulse in the normal direction be positive (non-adhesive) and that the tangential impulse lie in the friction cone [38] . Any contact point that would have violated that requirement must be dropped from the active constraint mode.
In addition the post-impact velocity must not allow the removed contact point to leave with a penetrating velocity (i.e. the impulse cannot result in a velocity "into" the surface). However in the case of massless legs a positive separation velocity is always achievable. As an alternative requirement that is based only on impulses 15 , consider the contact impulse (24) , P J (associated with the passage from contact I to contact J), but also the contact impulse P J∪{k} (associated with the passage from contact I to alternative mode J ∪ {k} where contact k is maintained). These impulses, along with the post-impact velocity (22) , A Jq + , must satisfy,
where the scope, I, is again formally the set of all touching constraints, (32) . However in numerical simulation it is sufficient to check only the active constraints as well as those touching down 16 , (20),
Note that the equality constraints are enforced by the impact law (24) , and so, by Lemma 9, these constraints may be summarized as,
or as the predicate IV : 2 K × T Q → B,
whose solution, following (31), will be denoted, CP IV (Tq − ) = J.
Theorem 2. The non-penetrating velocity condition at a contact k after impact into mode J, A kq + > 0 (where such a velocity is well defined), is equivalent to a negative contact impulse, U k ( P K ) < 0, at impact into mode K := J ∪ {k}. In other words, (46)-(47) are equivalent to the usual formulation,
Proof. Recall from Section II-A that π I is the canonical projection onto the linear subspace spanned by the coordinate axes indexed by I, and assume without loss of generality that k is the final index in K such that A K is defined as in (40) . The constraint cone, following [12, Eqn. 78 ], applied to the contact impulse, (24) , is (see Appendix B for details, in particular (129) expanding Λ K ),
while the separating velocity for constraint k after impact into mode J is, using (22),
Since the denominator in (55) is a positive scalar function of state (as shown in Appendix B, (131)), a positive separation velocity, A kq + implies a negative contact impulse, U k ( P K ), and vice-versa, and therefore (46)-(47) are equivalent conditions to (51)-(52). Furthermore, with or without a full rank inertia tensor, we assume the existence of a unique solution to the selfmanipulation impulse-velocity complementarity problem, Assumption 10 (Impulse-Velocity Complementarity). The impulse-velocity complementarity constraint, IV, (50) always admit an implicit function, CP IV , over the entire state space T Q, as does the modified problem including the pseudoimpulse, PIV, (61) , introduced in Section II-G, under the frictional properties that follow Assumption 12, and that solution correctly captures the behavior of the physical system.
While there has been a long line of literature (c.f. [21, Eqn. 2.10b]) that proves that this is always true for independent, plastic, frictionless contacts, no result has been found to cover the limited frictional conditions introduced in II-H.
G. Pseudo-Impulse
Impulses arising from impacts (both plastic and elastic) generally break existing contacts. For example an impulse imparted to the underside of a rigid block resting on the ground in a gravitational field must cause it to leave the ground for a small time interval no matter how weak the impulse or how massive the block. In truth the block is not rigid and the impulse is temporally distributed; modeling the resulting subtle deflections would greatly complicate the system. It appears that there should be some sort of minimum threshold on impulse magnitude below which the system may be considered quasi-static and the block remains on the ground, but above which the system is dynamics and the block detaches from the substrate.
In this section we define an additional impulse during impact which qualitatively improves results and eliminate some Zeno phenomena. This impulse may be thought of as a tuning parameter and while we give some physical motivation for its magnitude the inclusion of this term is motivated primarily by improving the qualitative behavior of the numerical simulation, e.g. by excluding chattering and Zeno phenomena. As an additional motivational example, consider a point sliding on the ground as in Figure 2 , which hits a hill at some slope θ . The contact impulse from the hill P H will cause the particle to break contact with the ground and leave with some velocity sliding up the hill. This is true for any initial velocity, no matter how small (see Lemma 10, below), and any θ < 90 • . With a pseudo-impulse P acting in the direction of gravity, Theorem 3 will show that there are initial conditions that result in the point coming to rest with impulses from both the ground and the hill (i.e. all impulses are positive and sum to zero in Figure 2 ). Therefore we will make the following new assumption about the physics of the system, Assumption 11 (Pseudo-Impulse). The continuous time forces apply some small amount of work during the impact process.
Specifically, consider the pseudo-impulse, P ∈ T * C, that the contact forces would impart on the system for some small time duration, δ t ∈ R + , during impact into mode J,
This small time δ t can be regarded as the finite duration of the (actually non-instantaneous) impact process [48] . In the simulations shown in this paper a magnitude of δ t = 0.03s has been found to give the best results. This pesudo-impulse is not directly applied to the system (as in [48] ), because in this model impacts occur instantaneously and the velocity displacement δq would not be uniquely determined by (59) when M is singular. Instead the pesudoimpulse is used as an extra guard condition during impact, U( P + P) ≥ 0, in addition to the usual condition, U( P) ≥ 0, since the pseudo-impulse should not break contacts that would otherwise persist. That is, when δ t > 0 the IV complementarity problem (49) is replaced by,
or as a predicate,
whose solution, following (31), will be denoted, CP PIV (Tq − ) = J. Note that,
since the IV and PIV predicates only differ by a disjunction. The formulation of the complementarity condition based only on impulses in (46)-(47) admits a consistent result even given this modification (using instead (51)-(52) would require considering both the impulsive and velocity implications of this pseudo-impulse).
The IV predicate is provided as a purely logical proposition. However, its truth value varies in physically-interpretable ways with respect to variations in the base point at which it is evaluated. In particular, the following result shows that CP IV returns the same answer regardless of the impact speed along any particular impacting velocity direction. Lemma 10. Let I ⊆ K, (q, q) ∈ T Q be such that there exists a unique k ∈ K\I such that a k (q) = 0 and A k (q)q < 0, i.e. the system will instantaneously undergo impact with exactly one constraint k ∈ K. Define K := I ∪ {k} and,
If δ t = 0, then J := CP IV (q, q) ⊆ K satisfies,
that is the solution to the complementarity problem is the same at any impacting speed.
Proof. The impulse-velocity complementarity predicate (50) is a conjunction of propositions involving conic inequalities; since furthermore the contact impulse (24) is simply scaled (this first identity can be seen using the expansions given in Appendix B, (129)),
we have,
Therefore ∀ j ∈ J : U j P J (q s , q) ≥ 0 ⇔ U j P J (q, q) ≥ 0; (70) the conclusion of the Lemma follows directly.
Theorem 3. Assume the same conditions as in Lemma 10. If further there is a unique constraint i ∈ I\J such that, (i.e. a constraint i ∈ I is impinged upon by external forces but would be removed after impact with constraint k if δ t = 0) then for all values of the pseudo-impulse parameter δ t > 0, there exists s > 0 such that withq s defined as in (63) we have
that is, the pseudo-impulse will prevent the liftoff of constraint i for all sufficiently small impacting speeds.
Proof. For all s > 0 let K(s) := CP PIV (q s , q). Recall from (62) that CP IV (q s , q) ⊂ CP PIV (q s , q) for all s ≥ 0. Thus although K(s) may not be constant, we are only concerned with the asymptotic inclusion of additional constraints. Note that,
and therefore for all values of the pseudo-impulse parameter δ t > 0, q) ). (74) for all k ∈ K(s). By assumption, constraint i is the only constraint such that U i ( P) > 0 and, by (61), is to be included in the solution. As no other constraints are added or removed, there must exist some s > 0 that ensures (72) holds.
While Theorem 3 is limited to only single constraints, the pseudo-impulse parameter will similarly prevent the impulsive liftoff of at least some constraints when there are multiple that satisfy (71), subject to the nature of the PIV complementarity problem. The execution is identical until the impact at t = 0.27s. The pseudo-impulse implicitly bounds the vertical velocity such that an impact at speeds lower than 6.3cm/s will cause the block to come to rest, as indicated by the dotted line. down 17 then the normal direction impulse at that corner when the other corner (labeled "r") hits the ground is,
(note that by convention a positive velocityż is one that is towards the ground) and the required impulse will be negative if,
in which case the contact will be broken no matter how slow the block is moving. The system will exhibit Zeno behavior requiring infinite transitions in finite time as each impact removes some energy but does not immobilize the block, as can be seen in the upper row of Figure 4 which plots the vertical velocity as the system undergoes a Zeno execution. Instead if the pseudo-impulse is considered,
the contact will be broken if,
where as the speed goes to zero (ż → 0) the threshold on height that will allow the contact to persist will grow and eventually be met. This truncation of the Zeno execution can be seen in the lower row of Figure 4 , where for the dimensions used the block will come to rest if the vertical speed at impact is less than 6.3cm/s. 17 In this example the contact points are assumed to resist sliding friction, although when they are both in contact with the ground one of the redundant tangential constraints is dropped. The phenomenon of interest occurs equally well with frictionless contact however the analysis is simpler in the frictional case as presented here. The introduction of this pseudo-impulse can be viewed as a regularization via the parameter δ t that precludes certain Zeno phenomena.It has the effect of truncating the execution when a constraint velocity drops below a threshold that scales with δ t . Though analogous to the truncation proposed in [19] for elastic impacts, we note that this pseudo-impulse as written only applies to plastic impacts, and the threshold is based on the magnitude of the continuous time forces.
The pseudo-impulse is useful even in cases that are not formally Zeno, but simply involve impulsive transitions that are qualitatively undesirable. An example can be seen by running the RHex leaping simulation of Figure 1 with and without the pseudo-impulse term, as shown in Figure 5 which compares the state just before and after the rear leg touches down. At that instant the calculated impulse (24) is P l = −1.47Ns (in the normal direction on the front leg). Even though the leg motor is applying maximum torque trying to keep the leg on the ground the small negative impulse will cause the leg to separate, and then the motor torque will quickly accelerate the leg back to the ground (though recall that even massless legs are assumed to have finite acceleration, thus the leg may return quickly but not instantly). With the pseudo-impulse this is balanced out by P δ ,1 = 7.91Ns, and the leg does not leave the ground (as would be the case on the real robot in this configuration to within modeling precision). If the induced impulse were much larger then the desired result may be for the front leg to lift off the ground, while a much smaller impulse would clearly not break the front leg's contact. The δ t term is in essence a tuning parameter that determines the threshold between a quasi-static regime (where contacts are maintained) and a dynamic regime (where impulses may break existing contacts).
Impulsively breaking contact at the wrong time is an even bigger problem when considering a full behavior and not just analyzing an individual impact event. As Figure 6 suggests, without a pseudo-impulse this impulsive liftoff can lead to chattering. In this case starting around t = 0.023 the front leg lifts off but the continuous time forces return the leg to the ground after a short time. When the front leg impacts the ground, the rear leg then impulsively breaks contact, and a cyclic oscillation begins. This behavior is not quite a Zenoexecution, as the finite acceleration of the leg in the air results in only finitely many transitions in a finite time, however these transitions are still qualitatively undesirable.
H. Friction
While this paper is not focused on methods for modeling friction, including friction in some form is unavoidable. In continuous time, the frictional assumptions for the RHex model [12, Assumptions C.3 and C.4] (as show in Figure 1 ) are that the body has a low coefficient of friction and does not resist tangential forces while the leg's rubber feet have a high coefficient of friction and therefore always do 18 . This a priori assumption about friction is certainly not a good model for every situation -consider what happens when RHex's legs push against each other, as with the vertical leap described in [13] (see in particular Footnote 8 and the end of section V.A). In order to model such a behavior the leg contact points must be allowed to transition to sliding contact when the contact forces reach the friction cone in the tangential direction, U k (λ ) ≥ 0 [12, Eqn. 4], as with the liftoff condition in (34)- (35) . After transition to sliding the kinetic coefficient of friction is taken as µ k = 0 (as with the frictionless body contact points) so that the jamming problems are again avoided. Adding this contact mode enables for example the simulation of the vertical leap shown in Figure 7 or the leap onto a ledge shown in Figure 8 .
The transition from sliding to sticking occurs when the tangential velocity drops to zero and the resulting contact forces lie within the friction cone, i.e. contact k ∈ K t is to be added if and only if it's corresponding normal constraint is active (α(k) ∈ I) and,
where K = I ∪ {k} is the constraint mode with k added. Since the existing constraints i considered in FA, (37) also satisfy A iq = 0, this frictional stick/slip condition can be combined into a "frictional force-acceleration" condition. The (80) whose solution, following (31), will be denoted,
For the impact problem, in order to support the assumption of existence and uniqueness of a solution we will assume that, Assumption 12 (Friction). All contact points with Coulomb friction are attached only to massless links. Contact points without friction are assumed to never resist sliding motion, and all contact points that are sliding have no kinetic coefficient of friction.
Therefore any conflict in impulses during impact can be resolved by simply removing that contact from the active set (see [62] for pathologies that arise when this assumption is relaxed). As a massless link, it can always rotate out of the way fast enough (as discussed above in Section. II-F). The complementarity test of (46)-(47) is thus taken to include both the normal and tangential components of the friction cone.
III. HYBRID DYNAMICAL SYSTEMS

A. Hybrid Dynamical System
In the following definitions we make use of the natural (disjoint-union) topology on the hybrid state space, consisting of a collection of manifolds with corners [63, Def. 2.1]; see Appendix D or [20, Section II] for more details. The hybrid system notation introduced in this section is summarized in Table II . The domain D should be regarded as a C r hybrid manifold as described in Appendix D since each D I is a C r manifold with corners. In contrast the guard G does not generally possess a smooth structure since each G I,J ⊂ D I is not even required to be a topological manifold. We will say that H has disjoint guards if G I,J ∩G I,L = ∅ for each pair (I, J), (I, L) ∈ Γ such that J = L.
Roughly speaking, an execution of a hybrid dynamical system is determined from an initial condition in D by following the continuous-time dynamics determined by the vector field F until the trajectory reaches the guard G, at which point the reset map R is applied to obtain a new initial condition. We formalize this using the notion of a hybrid time domain.
Definition 3. A hybrid time domain is a disjoint union of intervals
T = ∏ N i=1 T i such that 1) N ∈ N ∪ {∞}; 2) T i ⊂ R is a closed interval for all i < N, and if N < ∞ then T N ⊂ R is
also a closed interval; 3) T i ∩ T i+1 is nonempty and consists of a single element for
all i < N. Note that an interval may be degenerate, i.e. T i = {t i }. We define sup T := sup N i=1 T i . This definition is essentially equivalent to the hybrid time trajectory [17] , the hybrid time set [64] , and the hybrid time domain [65] , and enables us to formalize the conceptual description of the domain of a hybrid execution from [66] as being divided into contiguous epochs separated by events where the reset map is applied. Furthermore, this definition has two appealing features. First, an execution (defined below) becomes a smooth (hybrid) map defined from a hybrid time domain T into the continuous state space D of the hybrid system, avoiding the use of set-valued maps or cumbersome left-or right-handed limits; see Appendix D for the definition of smoothness for hybrid maps. Second, it treats the model of time in the same class of mathematical objects as the model for the state space, namely, a disjoint union of smooth manifolds with corners. Note that under this definition a transition time t i ∈ T i ∩ T i+1 appears in two consecutive components of the time domain T i and T i+1 , allowing the flow on each interval to include both endpoints. Also note that this allows for two transitions (or more) to occur at the same instant in time, e.g. it is possible that
the middle portion of the trajectory would have been excised from a left-or right-handed definition of execution, or potentially muddled with the surrounding trajectory portions in a setvalued definition. 
The execution has an associated word denoted by σ (χ) = {J i } N i=1 ∈ J N that specifies the sequence of discrete modes encountered by the execution: χ| T i ⊂ D J i for all i ∈ N, i ≤ N. An execution χ : T → D is maximal if it cannot be extended to an execution over a longer hybrid time domain. We say 19 that H is: deterministic if for every initial condition x ∈ D there exists a unique maximal execution χ : T → D such that χ| 
B. The Self-Manipulation System
While the previous hybrid system specification is very general, it is useful to instantiate it for a model of a physical system. This section will define the self-manipulation system [12] (and by the analogy of that paper, equivalently a manipulation system [14] , as summarized in Section II-B), where the discrete mode, I ⊂ K, corresponds to the active contact constraint mode.
Definition 5.
A self-manipulation hybrid system is a C r hybrid dynamical system, H s = (J ,Γ , D, F , G, R), defined as follows, 1) Discrete Modes: The set of modes, all physically permissible combinations of contact constraints, is given by,
that is there are two requirements: 1) there must exist some point, q ∈ Q, such that these normal contact constraints are active, a I n (q) = 0, and 2) no tangential constraint is included whose corresponding normal constraint is not also included, i.e. ∄ i ∈ I t : α(i) / ∈ I.
2) Edges:
The set of edges is made up of any pair of modes whose union is also a mode -in other words, sets arising from the intersection of the two base sets that satisfy respectively the two sets of normal constraints,
This set of edges can be further restricted based on the guards, defined below, as there will be some transitions (I, J) ∈ Γ where no points in D I satisfy the requirements of the guard, i.e. G I,J = ∅. In that case we can reduce the edge set further,
3) Domains: The domain associated with a contact mode I ∈ J is the subset of the ambient tangent bundle T Q that satisfies the normal penetration and tangent non-sliding constraints,
where recall that Q := Θ × SE(d) is the joint space combined with the position space of the body.
4) Flows:
The vector field on each domain is based on the self-manipulation dynamics forq, as in (10) and [12, Eqn. 33, 72] , are
for the coordinates in Q I , and recall from Assumption 6 that the coordinates associated with unconstrained massless limbs lie in the subspaceQ I and evolve according to the vector fieldF, such that the combined vector field is complete over all of T Q. The control input τ ∈ T * Θ that appears in ϒ is prescribed by a C r function of state τ ∈ C r (T Q, T * Q) (for example a fixed-voltage motor model τ i = κ P κ G (1 − κ Gθi ) [12, Sec. IV.C.4]).
5) Guards:
We find it convenient to construct the guard set, for mode I, G I ⊂ D I , as a union of subsets indexed by its "outgoing" edges, (I, J) ∈ Γ , using the touchdown predicate (21) and the complementarity problem predicates (61) and (80) specified as 20 ,
Conceptually, the component of the guard for mode I associated with edge (I, J) consists of any base states, q, at which any new touchdown event can occur from mode I into mode J, according to the NTD predicate, (21) , subject to PIV complementarity, (61) . An additional condition on the base and tangent states, Tq, is that if no new contacts are touching down ("liftoff"), then FFA complementarity holds (80). 20 Note that the requirement that (I,J) ∈ Γ and therefore J ∈ J ensures that all tangential constraints in the new contact condition must have a matching normal constraint also (or trending so). Furthermore, note that we will shortly observe in (83) that only some of these outgoing edges make a non-empty contribution, G I,J , to this union.
The outlet set in domain I, defined as G I := ∪ J G I,J , is,
The outlet set will be used in the proof of Theorem 7, but more importantly provides a computationally expedient method of simulating an execution: first check if Tq ∈ G I , then determine the subsequent mode afterwards,
6) Reset Maps: The reset map associated with edge (I, J) ∈ Γ (taking its domain exactly on G I,J , defined above) is,
Note that for takeoff events, J n ⊆ I n , the prior velocity will already agree with the new constraint mode and therefore the impact map will have no effect.
C. The Self-Manipulation System is a Hybrid System
This section will show that, Theorem 4. The self-manipulation system (Def. 5) is a C ω hybrid dynamical system (Def. 2).
Proof. Definition 2 has a number of requirements and so we will break this proof up into the constituent parts and show that each component of Definition 5 is compatible with the requirements. 1) J in (81) is a finite set, the only requirement on J .
2) Γ in (82) is a subset of J × J by construction, andΓ in (83) is a subset of Γ . 3) By Assumption 2, for all I ∈ J the maps a I n ∈ C ω (Q, C I n )
and A I ∈ C ω (T Q, T C I ) are constant rank, and therefore each D I ⊂ T Q, as defined by these functions in (84) is a closed C ω manifold with corners [56, Theorem 5.12], [63, Def. 2.1]. The Nash Embedding Theorem [67] implies that Q can be embedded analytically in Euclidean space of sufficiently high dimension; this embedding therefore restricts to an embedding of the submanifold D I . 4) For all (q, q) ∈ D I , F I (q, q) ∈ T (q,q) D I for F I given in (85) (based on (10), [12, Eqn. 33] , which enforce the equality constraints of the definition of the domain, (84), and therefore lie within T D I ) and hence we may write F I ∈ C ω (D I , T D I ). 5) G I,J in (86) is a subset of D I by construction. 6) For the reset map in (92), Im R I,J (G I,J ) ⊂ D J , as the domain D J has three requirements (84): 1) a J n (q) = 0, i.e. any normal constraints are touching the surface indicated. For pre-existing constraints, {i : i ∈ I n ∩ J n }, this requirement is already guaranteed, i.e. q ∈ G I,J ⊂ D I ⇒ a I n = 0, and the reset map does not alter the base coordinates q. New normal constraints in mode J, { j : j ∈ J n \I n }, satisfy this requirement by the touchdown predicate in the guard (86) (and (20)), where TD( j, Tq) is true only when a j (q) = 0.
2) a K n (q) ≥ 0, i.e. all base constraints are non-negative. Again since the reset map does not alter the base coordinates q, then q ∈ G I,J ⊂ D I ⇒ a K n ≥ 0.
3) A J (q)q = 0, i.e. any velocity in constrained directions is zero, but this is guaranteed by the reset map as A Jq
Therefore, as claimed, the image of the reset map (92) lies within D J .
D. Dynamical Properties
This section establishes several additional dynamical properties of the self-manipulation system that are of practical importance, Theorems 5-9, which we shall for convenience collectively call consistency properties.
Theorem 5. The self-manipulation system (Def. 5) has disjoint guards.
Proof. The disjointedness of the guards follows directly from the assumption of uniqueness of solution for the constituent complementarity problems. Define the liftoff predicate where no contact is touching down,
and so by a refinement of the complementary block of the partition defined on the right hand side of (90), 
is equal to either the unique mode J for which Tq ∈ G I,J , or simply I if the state is not in a guard, Tq / ∈ G I,J ∀ (I, J) ∈ Γ .
In their most general formulation, hybrid dynamical systems can accept executions that terminate before infinite time (continuous or discrete) has elapsed, or accept multiple distinct executions from the same initial condition. This behavior is undesirable in practice, and inconsistent with our experience on real manipulation and selfmanipulation systems. Necessary and sufficient conditions conditions [17, Lems. III.1, III.2] have been formulated that ensure a system is deterministic and non-blocking. Since these conditions are applicable to a general class of hybrid dynamical systems, they are difficult to verify for any particular class of models. To the best of our knowledge, no previous authors have established that these conditions hold for any broad class of models for Lagrangian dynamics subject to multiple unilateral constraints, much less with the particular structure of the self-manipulation system. The conditions in [68, Lem. 1 & 2] come closest, as they would apply to an instance of a selfmanipulation system exhibiting only a single constraint.
To serve the needs of the present paper, we introduce a straightforward extension of the line of reasoning in [17] establishing that the self-manipulation system, Definition 5, is indeed deterministic and nonblocking, Definition 4, in the presence of an arbitrary number of unilateral constraints. Theorem 6. The self-manipulation system is deterministic.
Proof. Assumption 7 imposes a partial flow on each component D I , hence continuous trajectories are unique and nondeterminism could only be introduced through a reset. But the definition of execution, Def. 4, implies that a discrete transition occurs at Tq ∈ D I if and only if there exists J ∈ J \ {I} such that Tq ∈ G I,J . Since the guards are disjoint by Theorem 4, there is at most one guard containing Tq. The execution continues from R I,J (Tq) ∈ D J .
The next theorem, establishing that the system is nonblocking, does not allow for frictional transitions including sliding to stopping transitions. We speculate that an extension to this theorem that includes a full friction model may be possible.
Theorem 7. The self-manipulation system without frictional transitions (i.e. µ = 0 or µ = ∞) is non-blocking. Proof. The system will be non-blocking if the execution may never leave the domain through either continuous flow or discrete reset, or enter the guard set at a point that is not part of the guard (but is, by definition, in its closure). Recall from part 6 of the proof of Theorem 4 that the image of the guard set under the reset map is within the domain (and thus the discrete transition will never be blocking), and from Assumption 7 that the flow is forward complete over T Q. Therefore we must only check that the flow will only leave the domain at a state which is included in the guard.
Recall from (84) the definition of D I , and note that it is a subset,
Note that the constraints in (96) are invariant under the flow of (10), whence under the completeness assumption (Assumption 7) it is only possible to flow out of D I in forward time by violating one of the inequality conditions of (95). Recall from (88) the union of all guards, then using Lemma 1 and excluding frictional transitions note that the closure of the guard is, there exists i ∈ I such that U i (λ I (Tq)) ≤ 0. We now consider two possibilities: 1) µ(Tq) 0 for all µ ∈ {a k } k∈K\I ∪ {U i (λ I )} i∈I ; 2) there exists k ∈ K\I such that a k (Tq) 0 or there exists i ∈ I such that U i (λ I (Tq)) 0. In case 1), it is possible to flow for positive time in the domain without without intersecting any guard or leaving the domain (Lemma 3); this provides the unique extension to the execution. In case 2), Tq is in a guard, (88), so the application of the reset map provides the unique extension to the execution.
Therefore every initial condition Tq ∈ D yields a unique execution defined over a hybrid time domain that spans infinite time (continuous or discrete), whence the self-manipulation system is non-blocking.
The self-manipulation hybrid system may undergo multiple hybrid transitions in succession at the same time t, as there is no requirement to continue after reset under the continuous dynamics for any minimum amount of time. Therefore it is important to bound the number of such multiple transitions to ensure that the execution will eventually contine. Here, Theorem 8 relates the image of the reset map to the guard sets in order to show that the bound is two successive hybrid transitions.
An example of an execution that undergoes two hybrid transitions is a ball thrown against the ceiling with plastic impact. Such a system will transition first to the constrained ceiling contact mode through an impact that ensures zero relative velocity. After spending zero time in the constrained mode, and therefore at the same continuous time, the system will transition again back to the unconstrained mode as the ball succumbs to gravity. The execution continues in the unconstrained mode as the ball accelerates away from the ceiling. In the self-manipulation system it is critical that these be separate transitions, as combining them would require a reset that to and from the same contact mode but with interaction from other contact constraints. Theorem 8. An execution of a self-manipulation hybrid system without massless limbs may undergo no more than two hybrid transitions at a single time t.
Proof. The guards are partitioned into two types by the new touchdown predicate, NTD(Tq), (21) , into "touchdown" and "liftoff" guards. It suffices to show simply the reset map takes states that are in touchdown guards to either non-guard states, or states in a liftoff guard, and that the reset map always takes states in the liftoff guard to non-guard states.
For all points Tq in a touchdown guard, the impulsevelocity complementarity, (50) , ensures that all constraints k that are touching but are not in the outgoing contact mode J have a separating velocity, A kq + > 0, after the application of the reset map, (52) . Therefore all constraints k not in J must either not be touching (a k (Tq + ) > 0) or have a separating velocity (A kq + > 0), but therefore cannot satisfy the touchdown predicate, TD(k, Tq + ), (20) , and so NTD(Tq + ) is false and the state after the reset map is either not in a guard or is in a liftoff guard.
For all points Tq in a liftoff guard, no contacts are touching down, i.e. ∀ k ∈ K n , TD(k, Tq) is false. The forceacceleration complementarity problem that defines these guards, FFA(J, Tq), (80), does not depend on the active state, I. Furthermore, the reset map R I,J (Tq) is simply identity, and so Tq ∈ G I,J such that NTD(Tq) is false and FFA(J, Tq) is true implies that NTD(R I,J (Tq)) is also false and that FFA(J, R I,J (Tq)) is still the correct solution, and therefore the state after the reset map is not in any guard.
Therefore at any given time t, the system can undergo at most two transitions -first if some contact is touching down the system will undergo an impulsive transition, and then if some contact force is trending negative it will undergo a smooth liftoff, but no further transitions are possible at that contact mode and state.
Finally, the last consistency property considers the dynamics of the discrete modes. Since a given state Tq will in general be a member of the domain for multiple different discrete modes, we must ensure that the evolution of the system will not be biased by ascribing the "incorrect" mode to that state. A general C r hybrid system whose domains are intersecting subsets of some ambient domain (as is true for the self-manipulation hybrid system) need not define a unique execution for a given state from any apropriate mode, even if the hybrid system is deterministic and non-blocking. Theorem 9. From an initial state Tq at time t 0 and any contact mode I consistent with that state, i.e. I ∈ J q := {I ∈ J : Tq ∈ D I }, the execution will be uniquely defined (in both state and contact mode) for all t > t 0 after undergoing up to one hybrid transitions.
Proof. First define I m as the maximally constrained mode from the set J q of valid modes at point Tq, where i ∈ I m ⇔ a α(i) (Tq) = 0 ∧A iq = 0, i.e. the mode for which all constraints that could be active are. Note from the definition of the domain, (84), all valid modes I ∈ J q are subsets of I m , i.e. ∀ I ∈ J q , Tq ∈ D I m ⇒ Tq ∈ D I . This proof will be divided into two halves based on if NTD(Tq), (21) , is true.
If there is some additional constraint j / ∈ I m that is impacting, i.e. TD( j, Tq), (20) , and therefore NTD(Tq), then the guard set is determined by the complementarity problem, J = CP PIV (Tq), (61) , which is unique by Assumption 10, and the execution will continue from the unique point (J, R I,J (Tq)).
If NTD(Tq) is false, then for any I ⊂ I m the system could be in a liftoff guard and so consider the mode J = CP FFA (Tq), (80). If I = J then no reset map will be applied. Otherwise Tq ∈ G I,J and the system will undergo a hybrid transition, though recall that liftoff reset maps are the identity map. In either case the execution will continue the unique point (J, Tq).
E. Zeno
An execution for a hybrid system is referred to as Zeno if it undergoes an infinite number of discrete transitions in finite time [17, Definition II.3]. Definition 6. An execution χ : T → D for a hybrid dynamical system H = (J , Γ, D, F, G, R) over a hybrid time trajectory
Zeno executions need not accumulate in a general hybrid system, that is, the limit lim t→sup T χ(t) may be undefined [69, Definition 6] . However, Lagrangian systems subject to unilateral constraints give rise to unique trajectories defined for all time [15, Theorem 10] . We show in Section III-E1 that the self-manipulation hybrid dynamical system (Def. 5) models this property through the mechanism of Zeno executions accumulating on a unique limit in the ambient space T Q, from which the hybrid execution proceeds through the next smooth component (and so forward, continuously, through ambient time). Then in Section III-E3 we discuss extensions and connections with results in the literature.
1) Accumulation of Zeno executions: In the following Theorem, we rely on several results originally obtained using sophisticated measure-theoretic techniques [15] . At the expense of additional notational overhead, we reproduce the necessary arguments in our hybrid system framework using elementary mathematical machinery. Theorem 10. Given a self-manipulation hybrid system with a complete connected configuration manifold Q, if the inertia tensor M is non-degenerate and the forces abide by the bound in (17) , then the projection of any Zeno execution χ : T → D into the ambient state space T Q, π • χ : T → T Q, accumulates on a unique limit,
Proof. 1) Let χ : T → D be a Zeno execution over the hybrid time trajectory
For notational convenience in this proof we will let T i = [t + i−1 ,t − i ] for all i ∈ N. This notation is somewhat redundant since t + i = t − i ∈ R for all i ∈ N; we use it to signify that t − i ∈ T i and t + i ∈ T i+1 . Note that lim i→∞ (t − i −t + i−1 ) = 0 since lim i→∞ t i = t. When there should be no confusion as to the index of the time domain, we will abuse notation by supressing the index and simply writeq(t) instead ofq(i,t) for t ∈ [t + i−1 ,t − i ]. 2) Let π : D → T Q be the canonical projection that simply removes the label from the disjoint union D = ∏ I∈J D I , and let (q, q) := π • χ denote the velocity and position components of the execution χ. Note that since the reset map, (92), does not change the position, q, the position trajectory q : T → Q satisfies
for all i ∈ N, i.e. positions evolve continuously with respect to time. Therefore q uniquely determines a continuous curve q : T → Q over the half-open interval
The restrictionq| T i is continuous for every i ∈ N, therefore it uniquely determines a rightcontinuous curve ˙ q + , q : T → T Q.
3) The bound in (17) ensures that the velocity is bounded on finite time horizons,
as shown using a sequence of standard results in Appendix E1 (and adapted from the proof of [15, Thm. 10] ).
4) For any nondecreasing Cauchy sequence {s
Therefore the position tends to a unique limit in the ambient state space, i.e. the following limit exists:
q := lim t→t q(t). ([t,t) 
5) Under
⊂ J denote the sequence of discrete modes visited by χ and let m := min {i ∈ N : t i ≥ t}. Specializing the definition of execution of a hybrid system to the self-manipulation system and performing integration-by-parts as in Appendix E2 we conclude that in coordinates,
where P J i is defined in (23) and for each ℓ ∈ {1, . . . , q} the ℓ-th coordinate of the covector C ∈ T * Q is given by
7)
Recursively substituting using (102) 
8) Noting that for all time t ∈ (t + i−1 ,t − i ) on the interior of each time interval i > m that q(t) = q(t) and˙ q
we conclude that for all t ∈ [t m ,t) the right-continuous velocity˙ q + : T → T Q satisfies,
M( q(t))˙ q
This equation, (104), is the transcription of [15, Eqn. (36) ] into our formalism. 9) Recall that in coordinates (V, ψ) we have A K ≡ (I, 0) and that U(P) ≥ 0 ⇒ P ≤ 0, U(λ ) 0 ⇒ λ ≤ 0. The complementarity conditions, (36) and (49), thus ensure that each component of A T J λ J and P J are non-positive for each J ∈ J . 10) We conclude by rearranging (104) (and suppressing dependence on q and˙ q + ) and invoking the bound from Appendix E3 that there exists α, β ∈ R such that for each j ∈ {1, . . . , |K|}, 
2) Impacts do not increase energy since for all i ∈ N:
3) Equation (100) implies impacts must extract a finite amount of energy,
and hence in particular
4) Taking (107) together witḣ
implies each Zeno constraint is asymptotically satisfied:
5) For all constraints j ∈Z, j ∈ Z j for at least one Z j ∈ Z visited infinitely often in χ. By the definition of D Z j , ∀z ∈Z : lim t→t a z (q(t)) = 0.
and thereforeχ ∈ a −1 Z = ∅. Furthermore for all constraints j ∈Z and all modes Z j ∈ Z containing j, the definition of mode Z j , (81), requires that α( j) ∈ Z j ⊂Z. ThereforeZ ∈ J by (81). 6) The domain DZ has three requirements, (84), two of which we have already shown to be met byχ in (108) & (109). Finally, as in (109), for all constraints k ∈ K n , and all modes Z ∈ Z, by definition of D Z , ∀k ∈ K n : lim t→t a k (q(t)) ≥ 0.
Thusχ = (q,q) ∈ DZ.
2) Effect of pseudo-impulse on Zeno executions: As suggested in Section II-G, the inclusion of the pseudo-impulse prevents an infinite number of liftoff transitions in a finite amount of time from constraints impinged upon by external forces.
Theorem 11. Let χ : T → D be a Zeno execution of a selfmanipulation hybrid dynamical system with exactly two modes, so that the limiting constraint setZ = J . Under the hypotheses and notation of Theorems 10 & Corollary 1, when the pseudoimpulse parameter is positive, δ t > 0, we conclude that,
(111) that is, the constraint forces cannot be positive for either constraint at the Zeno limit point.
Proof. We know lim t→t A zq (t) = 0 for all z ∈Z by (108). When the liftoff velocity drops below the threshold given implicitly by Theorem 3, the pseudo-impulse prevents liftoff from constraint i ∈Z if it violates (111) (i.e. meets the condition (71)). Therefore, the contact force must be negative on any constraint z ∈Z that undergoes an infinite number of liftoff transitions.
We conclude this section by noting how this (somewhat restrictive) result applies to the rocking block example from Section II-G1. In that example, the word associated with the Zeno execution of interest alternates between the left and right constraints being active, i.e.,
Since the (gravitational) force violates (111), any value of the pseudo-impulse parameter δ t > 0 will prevent an infinite number of liftoff (and hence touchdown) transitions for either constraint. We conclude in this case that inclusion of the pseudo-impulse has the effect of truncating the Zeno execution, i.e. preventing an infinite number of discrete transitions in finite time. Conveniently, in this example the Zeno limit from (98) coincides exactly with the resting state obtained after the pseudo-impulse truncates the execution; this will not be true in general. As we have not yet been able to construct an example wherein a constraint that violates (111) is involved in a Zeno execution, we speculate that the pseudo-impulse truncates a larger class of Zeno executions than the two-mode system handled by Theorem 11.
3) Discussion of Zeno convergence results: It is instructive to contrast the results in the preceding section (Theorems 10 and 11 and Corollary 1) with the completion results in [19] . For Lagrangian systems subject to plastic impact with a single unilateral constraint, the completion of the simple Lagrangian hybrid system in [19] coincides with the self-manipulation hybrid system we develop in Section III-B. Specifically, the completion is a hybrid dynamical system (in the sense of Definition 2 with one constrained and one unconstrained mode. Transition from the unconstrained to the constrained mode occurs at impact; outward-trending forces trigger the transition back to the unconstrained mode. Our self-manipulation system can therefore be viewed as a generalization of the completion to Lagrangian systems undergoing plastic impact with an arbitrary number of unilateral constraints, a situation not considered in [19] .
We further clarify the relationship between our contributions and the results in [19] in the case of purely inelastic (i.e. plastic) impact. Although the (un-completed) simple Lagrangian hybrid system allows plastic impacts (i.e. a coefficient of restitution e = 0 in [19, Eqn. (4)]), the definition of the guard in [19, Sec. II-A-3] implies that every plastic impact is a Zeno event-every (q, q) ∈ T Q for which a(q) = 0 and A(q)q = 0 is a fixed point of the reset map in [19, Eqn. (4) ]. This stands in contrast to our guard definition (86)-(87), where we have excised such points from the domains of the reset maps. In plain language, we ensure that constraints may remain active after an impact without instantaneously triggering Zeno events. As an illustration, consider a single impact event in the rocking block of Fig. 3 . In the simple Lagrangian hybrid system, plastic impact at time t ∈ R results in a Zeno execution over a hybrid time trajectory T = ∏ ∞ i=1 {t} that spans zero (continuous) time. In our self-manipulation hybrid system, the execution continues past this impact as illustrated in Fig. 4 (top) by transitioning to a constrained mode, and in fact results in a subsequent Zeno event in the completion of the simple Lagrangian hybrid system. We note that the behavior of our system (and, equivalently, the completion from [19] ) is consistent with the analysis of the rocking block in [71, Sec. 2] .
We also comment on the relationship between the truncation effect introduced by our pseudo-impulse and the reliable truncation proposed in [19, Def. 6] . The pseudo-impulse we proposed in Section II-G prevents an infinite number of isolated liftoffs in finite time from constraints impinged upon by the external forces; this is the content of Theorem 11. In [19, Def. 6] , reliable truncation conditions were shown to yield simulated executions that approximate a Zeno execution to specified precision; this is the content of [19, Thm. 3] . Thus our contribution is a phenomenological heuristic that augments the hybrid system to prevent some Zeno executions from arising (specifically, those Zeno executions that only involve constraints impinged upon by external forces). The contribution in [19, Sec. V] is a formal guarantee of simulation accuracy for Zeno executions in the original hybrid system.
We have yet to determine the "reliability" of our truncation in this sense (though, as noted in the discussion following Theorem 11, the psuedo-impulse truncation is reliable in this sense for the rocking block).
Our focus on plastic impact is partly motivated by the observation that inconsistencies arise in Lagrangian systems undergoing simultaneous elastic impacts. In the elastic impact case, it is necessary to consider the relative stiffness of contact points; depending on the restitution law invoked, multiple outcomes are consistent with the constitutive assumptions [22, 38] . This manifests in our framework by violating the assumption that the impulse-velocity complementarity problem admits a unique solution over the entire state space (Assumption 10); this in turn results in overlapping guard sets, violating Property P.1 in Section III-C. Though it is possible to bypass this technical obstacle by introducing an additional constitutive hypothesis (c.f. [15, H3 in Sec. 3.3] ), it remains to be validated (either theoretically or experimentally) that such assumptions accurately represent the physical system's behavior. where ℓ : R → R is nonnegative and locally integrable. Fullyactuated massless limbs can be included by constraining their motion with respect to the body degrees-of-freedom, e.g. through the use of "mirror laws" [72] , so long as the forces required to enforce the desired motion obeys the estimate in (III-E4). Care must be taken to allow the forcing to depend on the contact mode, since it is possible to introduce "sliding modes" wherein limbs cycle infinitely often between constrained and unconstrained modes at a single time instant.
4) Extensions of These Results
IV. CONCLUSION
The hybrid system model presented here provides for the consistent inclusion of many common simplifying physical assumptions. These assumptions are in general known to be only approximations to the real physics, however this model is able to still qualitatively capture many behaviors of interest in robotics, such as the leap onto a ledge shown in Figure 8 .
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APPENDIX
A. Proof of Lemma 2
Proof. First consider (h(x) F 0) ⇒ (g(x)h(x) F 0). Let m h be the index of the first nonzero derivative in the definition of h(x) F 0, (3), and so for all ℓ < m h the ℓ th Lie derivative is zero, (L ℓ F h)(x) = 0. Therefore we also have,
and similarly,
where since g(x) > 0, g(x) · (L 
i.e. that the ℓ th Lie derivative of the product is equal to the product of positive function, g(x), with the ℓ th Lie derivative of the other factor, h(x). The base case is trivial, as for the 0 th derivative,
If m gh = 0, then g(x) · h(x) < 0, but since g(x) > 0 we get that h(x) < 0 and therefore h(x) 0. If instead m gh > 0, then g(x) · h(x) = 0 and therefore h(x) = 0. For the inductive step, suppose that the statement is true for all k < ℓ, implying that,
(as recall that ℓ ≤ m gh ), and therefore, L k F h(x) = 0. Thus,
and the induction complete, we now conclude that the proposition, (117), holds for all ℓ ≤ m gh . If g(x)h(x) F 0, then by (3) for all ℓ < m gh , (L ℓ F (g·h)(x)) = 0, and so using (117) and g(x) > 0, we can conclude that 
B. Linear Algebra
For additional notes on the Schur complement and block matrix inverse, see e.g. [73, 74] . Consider a block matrix M defined as,
If E is nonsingular, then the Schur complement of E in M is,
which is sometimes written as (M|E).
If M is also nonsingular, the inverse of M is,
Where when M is positive definite, so is (AM −1 A T ) −1 , and therefore Λ is negative definite. Similarly, when M is only positive semi-definite, Λ will be negative semi-definite. A common refinement to this inverse that will come up when considering some constraint sets J and K such that K = J ∪ {k} is 21 ,
where (147) and (152) are identically equal to the desired formulation of (15) and (16) when M 0 is non-singular.
3) Proof of Lemma 8:
Proof. Recall that lim ε→0 M ε = M and that M ε is invertible for all ε ∈ (0,ε), for someε > 0. For all ε ≥ 0, define M † ε , A † ε , and Λ ε by replacing M with M ε in (8) . Then using equation (13) we can rewrite the impulse (where all constraints A are taken to be for the target contact mode J),
which is identically equal to (25) when M 0 is non-singular.
C. Differential Topology
Let M be a C r manifold with boundary and F : M → T M a C r vector field on M where r ∈ N ∪ {∞, ω}. By the Whitney Embedding Theorem [56, Theorem 6.15] or the Nash Embedding Theorem [67] , M admits a C r embedding ι : M ֒→ R 2n+1 .
Since ( Φ(t, ι(x) )). Note that Φ is C r in the sense that ι • Φ admits a C r extension, Φ. 
D. Hybrid Differential Topology
In mechanical systems undergoing intermittent contact with the environment (i.e. terrain or objects), the dynamics are "piecewise-defined" (or hybrid): every time a limb attaches or detaches from the substrate there is an instantaneous change in the set of active constraints, leading in general to a discontinuous change in velocity and (constraint) force. Though it is possible to analyze these discontinuous dynamics in the ambient tangent bundle as in [15] , introducing a distinct portion of state space associated with every contact mode renders both the continuous-time dynamics (given by the flow of a vector field field) and discrete-time dynamics (specified by a reset map) smooth. Thus although additional notational overhead is required to index the constituent dynamical elements, the extra effort is partially compensated by enabling the use of elementary constructions from differential topology (rather than sophisticated measure-theoretic techniques [15] ).
Motivated largely by these observations, [20] proposed to define hybrid dynamical systems over a finite disjoint union 
